The Presidential Roadmap to a Brighter Future
Before starting my day in presidency, I would make sure that I had everything prepared. People don’t take changer
very well, so I want to make sure I have programs in place to handle every situation that may arise. In particular, I will
have all of my research compiled, including many studies from around the world and videos, facts, and analysis of the
climate change situation so that everyone may look at the research themselves.

Next, I will take care of the immediate situation, the large cities that are causing pollution and creating all kinds of
natural problems. I will make it a law that all factories must use renewable energy and must admit 75% less fossil
fuels. Business buildings must turn oﬀ their lights when they are not in use, and homes must contain an equal amount
of green space per square footage of their house.

After that, I will focus on education. I will distribute the studies that I have collected and show the civilians a well
organized plan that I have constructed. I will encourage people to move to more rural communities and use renewable
energy to light their houses. I will also encourage them to move closer to their work so that they will be able to bike to
work and not emit fossil fuels by driving. If not, they must carpool.

Once the public has been dealt with, I will move my focus to the animals and allowing humans to coexist peacefully
with them. The first step to this is making sure that everything possible is done to prevent their extinction, and that all
countries around the world take the necessary steps to stop deforestation and destruction of their natural habit so that
they can live there in peace. We don’t need to take anything else from them.

Finally, I will start restoration progress. I will begin by making companies with the largest fossil fuels pay for reseeding
the country and make sure that all energy comes from renewable resources. I will dedicate more land as state
protected, and require that all natural land that endangered species live in be regrown into a semblance of what it once
was. While this will take a while, I would at least like to get it started.

